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As at 31st May, 2020  Unit price APIR code 

Investor Class $0.8343 EPF9951AU 

Class A $0.8345 EPF9964AU 

Class B $0.8367 EPF3813AU 

Class E $0.8384 - 

 

Relative performance since inception vs S&P/ASX 300 Accum p.a (9 Aug ’18): -7.26% (after fees) 

 

To the clients of Ethical Partners and their advisors: 

During May 2020 the Ethical Partners Australian Share Fund returned 5.47% versus the S&P/ASX 

300 Accumulation Index of 4.58%, outperforming the market by 0.89% (after fees). The portfolio 

outperformed during the month despite being conservatively positioned and we continue to reduce 

exposure to cyclicals amidst the market rally. 

The current economic environment is distorted. The Government stimulus has been so effective that 

in Australia’s first recession in 29 years the Australian Financial Review reported in May, that more 

than half of all insolvency firms have, or are planning to register for JobKeeper given the lack of 

incoming work. 

Investor class 1 Month % 3 Months % 6 Months % Since Inception 

(annualised %) 

Fund (after fees) 5.47 -12.95 -18.32 -7.59 

S&P/ASX 300 

Accum 

4.58 -9.73 -14.44 -0.33 

Excess +0.89 -3.22 -3.88 -7.26 

 

The economic effects of Covid-19 have been masked with Government stimulus, Central Bank 

liquidity injections, policy changes and debt forgiveness or deferral. We note the following: 

- Directors obligations diminished: through temporary amendments to the Corporations Act with 
respect to continuous disclosure (which potentially weakens having an informed market); a six 
month holiday on laws around insolvent trading; ATO reportedly deferring payment notices to 
companies. 

- Capital raisings hastened: ASX listing rules changed to increase size and speed of raisings. 

- RBA liquidity: to cap rates in the bond market and provision of cheap funding to banks. 

- Industry: direct support for the property and building industry. 

- One off superannuation withdrawals: ~ $15bn. 

- JobKeeper: ~ 3.5 million workers and $70bn in wages support. 

- JobSeeker: ~ 1 million people with increased benefits. 

- Loan deferrals: ~ $230bn of loan deferrals from both business and households. 
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- Rent deferrals: residential and commercial tenants. 

The above have led to a stock market environment that is currently assuming no lasting effects of the 

Covid-19 pandemic and instead puts a lot of faith in the above measures to see us through. But many 

of these measures are slated to come to an end in the fourth quarter of 2020 where we believe the 

cash flow impacts will manifest for households and business. Despite the implication from rising share 

prices that all is well, we believe there are some companies that will face cash flow issues. 

The current market environment can be summarised as follows: 

- Valuations: Following a 27% rally the S&P/ASX 300 now trades on over 18x PE with the 
largest Australian company still on over 30x PE. 

- Debt: Over $70bn of Australian company market cap is still >8x ND/EBITDA. With $1tn of junk 
bonds still outstanding globally, having high debt is fraught with risk. We are in an 
environment where a high number of credit downgrades are occurring. 

- No lasting effect: Industrials earnings expectations have assumed that earnings lost in FY20 
will rebound in FY21, as per the chart below ie: no lasting effects from Covid-19. 

 

- New to cycles: ~5% or ~$90bn of current Australian market cap are companies that listed in 
the last five years and have not experienced a cycle while listed. We do not hold any of these 
companies in the portfolio. In the USA 600 companies in the Russell 2000 Small Cap Index 
are not currently profitable (Barron’s Roundtable January 2020). 

- Political:  risks are increasing with Australia’s relationship with China increasingly tense. 

- New to market: ASIC paper in May reports over 140,000 newly created retail accounts 
opening up at a rate of 4,675 per day over the period 24 February to 3 April 2020. The AFR 
reports that the most popular stocks include banks, travel related companies and buy now 
pay later companies. 

- Dividend yield: Many Australian companies have suspended or cancelled their 2020 
dividends making it less attractive to hold stocks and provides less valuation support. 
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“Toggling between aggressive and defensive is the greatest single thing that an investor can do, if 

they can do it appropriately” - Howard Marks, CFA virtual conference in May 2020 

Along these lines, with the suspension of reality in an economic sense versus a positively inclined 

stock market, we have chosen to remain conservatively positioned in companies that can withstand 

the impending cycle, and that remain attractively valued in the current environment. 

We remain overweight small caps in the portfolio with the average listed tenure of our small cap 

holdings being 21 years with a median of 13 years.  While longevity is no guarantee of future success 

we do take some comfort from these companies’ strong cash flow, conservative balance sheets, good 

management teams and the experience of having survived through a cycle or indeed a number of 

cycles. 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

     

 

Nathan Parkin    Matt Nacard 

Investment Director   Chief Executive Officer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: This document is prepared by Ethical Partners Management Services ACN 623 503 720 as Corporate Authorised Representative of 
Ethical Partners Funds Management Pty Ltd ACN 623 475 454; AFSL 504749. Any information provided in this document is information of a 
general nature and does not constitute general or personal financial product advice. It does not take into account you or your clients’ particular 
objectives, situation or needs. This document is prepared by Ethical Partners Funds Management Pty Ltd (“EPFM”).  This document has been 
produced exclusively for Wholesale investors or Sophisticated investors (collectively “Qualifying Investors”) as defined by the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth) – Sections 761G(7) and 761GA. It must not be sent or provided to non-qualifying investors.  
  
This document is not intended for retail investors (i.e. investors who are not “Qualifying Investors”). Any retail person wishing to invest in the 
Ethical Partners Australian Share Fund – Class C should obtain a copy of the relevant PDS from Equity Trustees (EQT) at 
https://eqt.com.au/corporates-and-fund-managers/fund-managers/institutional-funds/institutional-fund-manager?f=4a3e9879-8d48-4107-af82-
e6bbe814b783 and obtain financial, legal, investment, accounting and tax advice in light of their individual circumstances. This document is not a 
recommendation to make an investment in any product provided by EPFM. Investment in any product provided by EPFM is subject to risks as 
outlined in this documents. Investors should consider risks such as market, liquidity, manager, regulatory and counterparty risk carefully. EPFM 
its associates or do not make any representations or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness contained in this 
document. Nor does it, to the extent allowed under the law, accept liability for any loss or damage suffered or incurred by the recipient however 
caused (including negligence) relating to any way this document including the information provided herein or any errors or omissions.  
  
The document may include forward looking statements, defined as statements other than statements of historical fact. Such forward looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could influence the performance of any product 
provided by EPFM. These forward looking statements are not intended as representations of fact and reflect the EPFM’s opinion current only 
when this document is provided. Hence there can be no assurance that these statements or projections will be realised. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance. 
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